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The March Edition of Kennedy Tank Talk

Team,Team,

Thank you for reading the March edition of Kennedy Tank Talk. The Kennedy Tank TeamThank you for reading the March edition of Kennedy Tank Talk. The Kennedy Tank Team
has provided updates below.has provided updates below.

New Manufacturing Building Making Progress

Our new manufacturing building expansion is rocking and rolling, and we plan to start fabricatingOur new manufacturing building expansion is rocking and rolling, and we plan to start fabricating
large-diameter vessels and tanks this summer.large-diameter vessels and tanks this summer.

This will add roughly 15,000 square feet of capacity with new state-of-the-art equipment,This will add roughly 15,000 square feet of capacity with new state-of-the-art equipment,
improving our safety, quality, and efficiency.improving our safety, quality, and efficiency.

This will also drastically improve our lead times on larger vessels, tanks, and exchangers.This will also drastically improve our lead times on larger vessels, tanks, and exchangers.

Updates from Kennedy Tank

This week marked the 9th and 10th
year anniversary for John WehrJohn Wehr and
Scott Munns Scott Munns who  started as welders at
Kennedy Tank and are now foremen
over tanks and vessels, helping lead a
group of 60+ ASME welders.

We thank Apex BenefitsApex Benefits  for presenting
during our monthly lunch and learn
sessions on the importance and
fundamentals of nutrition and a well-
balanced diet.

It was well received and we all left more
educated on making healthy food
choices.

Brighton Tru-Edge Wins 2023 Supplier of the Year!Brighton Tru-Edge Wins 2023 Supplier of the Year!
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We want to give a huge shout-out to Brighton Tru-Edge for winning the 2023 Supplier of
the Year for Kennedy Tank!

Over the last year, Brighton has worked very hard on installing and implementing a new
machine to cut nozzle penetrations in heads for their customers. Kennedy Tank has
utilized this machine dozens of times, resulting in increased efficiency in fabricating
pressure vessels.

Brighton has also helped on many high-profile/rush projects for Kennedy Tank in 2023.

Field Erected Tank Project ProgressingField Erected Tank Project Progressing

It's always an exciting week when our
field division starts erecting several field
erected tanks for a manufacturing plant
in the Midwest.

We will be erecting (6) field-erected API
650 tanks for this battery recycling plant
in the Midwest.

(6) 45,000 Gallon API 650 Project Completed

The team has successfully fabricated and delivered (6) 45,000 stainless steel API 650
tanks with a dimple jacket, full perimeter handrail, caged ladder, and platform.

These tanks, 15' -0" O.D. X 35' -0" tall, were used to store raw materials for a chemical
plant in Illinois.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/brighton-tru-edge/


We could not be more proud of the entire Kennedy Tank team on this project that
spanned over a calendar year and left our customer extremely satisfied with Kennedy
Tank!

Please reach out to any of your Kennedy Tank representatives if we can be of assistance
on pressure vessels, tanks, heat exchangers, field-erected tanks, plant maintenance, and
much more.

Sincerely,
Jim Kennedy: Jkennedy@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3523Jim Kennedy: Jkennedy@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3523
Tim Noyes: Tnoyes@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3526Tim Noyes: Tnoyes@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3526
Jim Dossman: Jdossman@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3554Jim Dossman: Jdossman@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3554
Kevin Bolin: Kbolin@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3508Kevin Bolin: Kbolin@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3508
Dave Reinkemeyer: Dreinkemeyer@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3576Dave Reinkemeyer: Dreinkemeyer@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3576
Jason Shaw: Jshaw@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3573Jason Shaw: Jshaw@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3573
Kenny Becknell: Kbecknell@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3571Kenny Becknell: Kbecknell@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3571
Heath Knipp: Hknipp@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3574Heath Knipp: Hknipp@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3574
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Kennedy Tank and Manufacturing Co., Inc.Kennedy Tank and Manufacturing Co., Inc.
833 East Sumner Avenue

Indianapolis, IN 46227
877-545-0786
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Kennedy Tank and Manufacturing | 833 east sumner ave, Indianapolis, IN 46227
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